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Goppion 
M-Class

DEMOUNTABLE MODULAR 
DISPLAY CASES, 

WITH ROTATING DOOR 
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Display Cases Classes & Types

Musée d’Arts Asiatiques Guimet, Parigi (FR).

Demountable modular display cases, with rotating door, 
medium air exchange rate

M-Class

Mv1 type
Display case with door rotating on a 
vertical axis, glass top or metal light 
attic.

Goppion patented devices that can be fitted

1 5 7 15 16
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M

Demountable M-Class showcases
M-Class uses the steel-frame (Goppion Proprietary), consisting of mechanically 
connected aluminum profiles and joints.
M-Class cases use special half-round gaskets made of platinum silicone. Setting 
them into milled grooves in the edges of the glass panes makes them virtually 
invisible and inaccessible, thereby increasing the case’s security.

Bases, tops, attics

Glass top, with or 
without metal internal 
perimeter frame.

Metal light attic placed 
at the rear, with spots 
and diffuse lighting

Metal light attic 
incorporating spots 
and diffuse lighting 

Standard display deck

Display deck with 
passive climate 
control equipment, 
available with or 
without fan and 
filtering.

Display deck and base 
with active-passive 
climate control 
equipment for display 
cases with high base.
 

M-Class
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Mv1 type

Dimensions
L = up to 1,200 with glass top (FT = 45)
       up to 1,600 with metal light attic (FT = 100)
P = up to 1,200
H = up to 2,400
V = up to 2,300
HB = 100 (low base for passive climate control) 
min. 400 (high base for active climate control)
FB = 100

Demountable M-Class modular display cases are distinguished 
by their versatility and ability to adapt to a variety of display 
requirements.

Musée d’Arts Asiatiques Guimet, Parigi (FR).

Type GM (m) Gasket AER 

Mv1 up to 5 half-round 0,29
 
 up to 7 half-round 0,42

 up to 8 half-round 0,67

GM: moving joints, meters of gasket
AER: ac/d (air changes per day)

Airtightness depends on the mounting of the glass, so tests need 
to be carried out case by case to establish actual performance.
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M-Class

Opaque vertical side made of 
honeycomb aluminum.

Interchangeable sides
M-Class display cases can be supplied with four transparent glass sides, suitable 
for placing in the center of the room, or with one or more opaque vertical sides 
(backboards) made of honeycomb aluminum..

Opaque backboards

Horizontal section of the case with four 
transparent sides and a set of gaskets. 
This approach enables several case 
modules to be assembled.

Half-round extruded gasket applied 
in display cases fitted with glass 
with a thickness of 6+0.76+6 mm, 
5+0.76+5 mm and 4+0.76+4 mm.

Airtightness and degree of climate control
The seal of the doors on all M-Class display cases guarantees an air exchange 
rate of 3 days, thanks to the special platinum silicone gaskets applied to the edge 
of each glass door. Using a second ring gasket in both the metal light attic or top 
and the display deck makes the sections typical of this display unit interchangeable 
without altering the structure itself, which can therefore be used over and over with 
different configurations and performances.
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Display Cases Classes & Types

Modular assembly and adaptability
Both the metal light attic and the display deck of each unit are 
separate from the display case’s structural elements to enable 
several modular cases to be combined. When arrangements 
involve four or more modules, a pre-stressed tensioner is included 
in the metal light attic or glass top (Goppion Proprietary).

M-Class (Mv1 type) modular display cases are arranged 
with a pre-stressed tensioner so as to support the glass 
tops (or metal light attics) of the individual modules 
without having to use supporting uprights in the center of 
the display case, thus providing a completely unimpeded 
display space.

Musée d’Arts Asiatiques Guimet, Parigi (FR).
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M-Class

Mounting
M-Class display cases are particularly easy to mount. Simply:
1. position the base, adjusting the levellers so the case is 
perfectly horizontal;
2. mount two vertical, connecting sides;
3. mount the top or light attic and the third vertical side;
4. mount the door.

1 2 43

Transport and storage
Transport or storage crates, in which 
all the sections can be safely and 
tidily arranged, are available for these 
display cases.
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“The World that Wasn’t There. Pre-Columbian Art in the Ligabue Collection”, Palazzo Loredan, Venice (IT)


